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Nanomaterials such as nanoparticles and 2D-materials can be prepared as stable suspensions or 
colloids in different solvents and/or solvent mixtures [1, 2]. These suspensions are frequently used to 
prepare composites in which the nanomaterials act as the filler of different organic matrix providing 
new physical and/or chemical properties [3]. However, in these composites, the area of the 
nanomaterials at the surface level of the matrix is low. In order to optimize the surface area of the 
nanomaterial exposed on the surface of the organic polymer, an alternative strategy is the use of the 
coating [4]. In particular, this approach can be useful for the decoration of woven non-woven fabrics, 
which are widely used in clothing, home textiles, medical and health, electronics industry, air 
purification, sewage treatment, among others, because of their excellent performance. This work 
focuses on the preparation of graphene and graphene oxide suspensions using liquid phase 
exfoliation and the use of these suspensions for coating polypropylene and polyamide woven non-
woven fabrics. The developed nebulization method used in this work is adjustable to different 
nanomaterials suspensions giving rise to a homogeneous coating of the fibers. Finally, due to the 
strong interaction between graphene and their derivatives with different viruses [5], the modified 
textiles are being tested for potential medical health uses and, more specifically, for facial mask 
modification. 
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Figure 1: SEM images of (a) Fibres of non-woven Polypropilene (NW-PP). (b) NW-PP fibres modified with 
graphene. (c) NW-PP fibres modified with GO. Scale bar in (a-c) 1 µm. (d) Fibres of non-woven Polyamide 
NW-PA before been modified. (e) NW-PA fibres modified with graphene. (f) NW-PA fibres modified with GO. 
Scale bar in (d-f) 10 µm. 


